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ABSTRACT

In the past, Internal Self 1lelpers (ISM) of persons with multiple
personality rlisorrler OWPI)) have been deseriberl by rr )7 mill Humber
of therapists. ii is .studV Iwo/ens the base ala I inaton relating to
ISHs. Forty respondents who collectively had been therapists fur-rr
totrtl of 690 i11P1) patients participated in the snarly. 77re findings
of this study sutig ges.t that a) 1,571 occurrence within AIPI) clients is
not it aontiitan; ISIIS ran be valuable assets in the therapeutic
process; r) therapists- differin their explanations of and Gelid.; about
ISHs, as well as the manner-in which t1)0 relate to nod utilise ISHs;
(I) ISIIs are reported to be mostly Jrrrorn1e /gable, reliable, and
helpful; r) 15111 dcrnonstratc a uncle Va)]ety of abilities; and]) ?;chile
there is no one explanation regarding the etiology and nature of
I,SHs, therapists most Commonly tend to desrrihe [Siff as posshs.sing
it nib' ing, centering, and prolertiineptn tiuns within MID persons.

INTRODUCTION

Several categories of conscious L.sychologic.tl structures
or organizations have been observed clinical]) in persons
with multiple personality disorder (MPD). The name Inter-
nal Self Helper (ISI-I) was developed by Ralph Allison (1971,
1977, 1980) to describe entities, which, according to his
observations, functioned primarily as helpers in MPD sys-
tems. IiVhile such entities were described in earlier writings,
Allison was the first to categorize this phenomenon. Later,
several authors briefly examined the concept of ISI Is and
theorized about the etiology and role of such entities
( Watkins, quoted in Beaters, 1982; Kluft, 1985; Curtis &
Fraser, 1984; Fraser, 1985; & Comstock, 1985) offered Fur-
ther descriptions/observations of their clinical experiences
with Internal Self I lelpers.

Not. unlike many arenas in the study of the mind. the ISH
concept is abstract and rather illusive. On the other hand.
while [SHs of individual persons with MPD are in no way
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identical to one another, they have heen described clinically
by therapists as having similar characteristics. Unlike the
host or alter personalities who have been described as having
li mited subjective knowledge of the complete life and one
another. ISHs were identified as highly knowledgeable of'
both the life events and the dynamics of the system of
personalities within the individual suffering MPD. ISI Is were
described as knowledgeable in an objective rather than
emotionally identified manner. Furthermore, ISFIs ftunc-
tioned within MPD systems in a predominantly helpful
manner, at times exhibiting insight and abilities which were
useful in the therapeutic process.

While a theoretical understanding of the ISH concept is
not thoroughly developed at this time, there are analogous
although quite different observations to which the ISH
concept hears some resemblance in the history of modeni
psychiatry. Freud (1938) contributed the concept of the
unconscious mind as potentially holding the entirety of
memories of the life experience. Jtuig (19591 elaborated on
this even more in proposing the existence of the collective
unconscious within the unconscious psychic energies. rung
(1965) explored within his own mind the possibilities ofa
consciousness within the unconscious mind. He stated that
he was able to identify and personify an aspect of his mind
which communicated the images of the unconscious to the
conscious mind. I-[e also pointed out the benefits ofbringing
the contents of this entity into consciousness.

Similarly, and perhaps even more specifically, Roberto
Assagioli (1984), in developing the theoretical base for
Psyclrosynthesis, a type of therapy closely related to Existen-
tial therapy, proposed "the existence of a spiritual self and of
a superconsciou.sness which are as basic as the instinctive
energies described by Freud " (p. 193). He distinguished
between the `Self"' and the "personal self' or ego which is the
result of life experiences and development. The "Self' is
central, on-going, and "unaffected by the flow of the mind-
stream or by bodily conditions: and the personal conscious
self should he considered merely as its projection in the field
of the personality" (p. 19). This image is that, perhaps, of an
initial nucleus of Self, which, given life experiences, devel-
ops an ego or personal self. The therapeutic focus of Psv-
chosynthesis is ultimately to facilitate a re-identification and
uniting of the personal self with the contents of "Higher, "

more knowledgeable Self.
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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

'I'll(' purpose of this stud?. wits to answer the question:
How do therapists describe their expel ie•n(es wwith Internal
Self! lelpers of persons with Multiple P{ rson,tlity Disorder:'
The objectives of lire• snu1\ were as follows:

1. L)e•trrutine the extent to which therapists enctstntler
Internal Self I Irlpers whet! Yvon king with NlPl) clients.

?. Illicit beliefs ['therapists relative tit the I5I1 plus
tretntenctn.

3. Investigate the noun-(• of the therapeutic relationship
between therapish

	

ISHs.

4. Elicit czp(ric ntial <iui infOrnrativ( d,u11 [roll Iht•rtt-
pisls which can assist in clarifying the nature of ISI Is.

5. Investigate relaionships between therapists' beliefs
and etrconnters with [S1 is.

Instrument
fhe instrtuttt•ttt consisted of' a like-section (Itiesliutu-

nairc. hems ()Lille ciuestiomtairc Were desigiu d to thee! the
specific objectives of the

.study.
Must items re llect(cl eoit-

titt nts and descriptions of I51 1s as louml in the litet,turc,
Section A elicited background data from the therapist.

Seelinn B related to Therapist's beliefs about and esperi-
(or('s 01 the IS1 1 phenoinemtn. Section (: reclucste•d Thera-
pists to supply information relining to their expe•ri{•n((5'a ith
onc specilic to ISH. In Section I) therapists,who had worked
with Innis' than one ISH1were requested to genertli/e
Section C information to " turd ISI Is." Section I. elicited
therapist's opinions relative to the etiology and nature of
ISI Is.

RESULTS

Forty-live gnestionnuires were returned As live of the
respondents materials did not meet the eligibility require-
ments for inclusion in the study, these questionnaires were
excluded.

h. Obtain nunr su uetured etpinion.5. i{leas. theories, and
cornnietlIS Baru theraltiSI5 concerning Ole 1511 plte-
11ol1rel1Un.

METHODOLOGY

Design
he design oT the stuck' was descriptive in n;:n . n e, using

a questionnaire as the design instrument.

The participants
The findings from Section A (background data ott

therapists) revealed that all 40 participants had been the
prirtrarv therapist fin al least one MPD client. Each oldie -10
therapists acknowledged haying heard of the IS11 phenome-
non in persons with NIPD. Professionally, these therapists
represented 18 ( . 4 psychiatrists, 15 psychologists (37.5%),
liner social io n . kers both within and outside of these catego-
ries. (7.5`'x). and one nurse (2.5`:ii) Twenty-one (52.5'-'x,)
women and ill urea (17.5`4 1 participated.

Geographically, the therapists responded from all ma-
jor regions of the US: 15 states. Two participants responded
limn Canada, and one from Holland. The ages of the

Sample and dissemination
The subjects were therapists of NIPI) persons. Persons

assumed to tit this definition were selected non-randomly

from lists of presenters at ISSNIPI) conferences, a
listing of ISSNIPD members, and several persons
known to he such therapists. hntroductory letters
and investigator-designed quesnonnitireswere sent
to I()0 persons assumed to be therapists of NI1>1)
persons. The introductory letter included opera-
tional definitions MPD therapists and ISlls.

Internal Self Helpers: Portions of psychic Belief
energy within the \IPD person which primarily
serve as helpers in N1PD systems. Unlike host or Each N1PD person
alter personalities, ISHs demonstrate objectivity has an ISI I
and possess information which frequently spans
the entire lifetime and experiences of MP1) pct-
sons. ISI Is are said to possess mental capabilities
which far surpass that of the host or alter person-
alities. ISI-Is have also been referred to as "(:en-
ters" or "Centrals," and have been found at times
to be beneficial in the healing/ therapeutic proc-
ess. In this investigation ISHs were to be differen-
tiated from other "helpers" or "helper personali-
ties" who are more hunted in knowledge and
capabilities than ISHs.

N1PD therapists: Any person who served as the
primary therapist for at least one MPD person.

Invol'vetnent of
the ISH in the
therapeutic process
is:

Therapists
+ Group I "Group II

Responses (n=25) (n=1 I )

1es 17 2
No 2 7
Uncertain h 2

Essential 13 3
Useful but not

necessary 12 7
Other O 1

1311)

ABLE 1
Comparison of Therapist Beliefs with Iwo Groups

of Respondents

;: (Group I, n=25) Therapists who reported numbers of ISHs to be 50% or
greater than the numbers of MPD clients.

(Group II. n=1 l) Therapists who reported numbers its 1St--Is to be less
than :50% of the numbers cif \APP) clients
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therapists ranged from 20 through 70.
(:ollectivelv these iif) therapists had served as prima v

therapists for (i4)0 1-iPl) clients (average = 17.3). The major-
ity, 23 (59'.): .). had worked with \1PD clients for over live
years; 10 ofthese the rapists had heel) doings() Ito 10 or more
years.

Of the 40 partieipaling therapists, 90'X ., (36) reported l o

have had direct contact with greater than 345 I Slis. In
addition, these therapists reported indirect communication
with grc <itcr thin 302 ISIIs. Some therapists wrote in "+"
signs or mans ... instead of numbers. Four (10`r) of the
participants denied any contact with ISI Is.

Prior to their first encomitcr with an ISI I, 67`.2 (24) of
the 36 therapists had heard ()Edit . ISH phenomenon; 33%
(12) had not. Iii tliciifitst eticolin tel with ni 1511 , 6711 (24)
of the therapists reported that the ISH emerged spontane-
ously; while 13.5`%( (5) were hypnotically requested and
13.5'-%, (5) were requested by non-hypnotic means. Six per-
cent (2) respondents circled "other," without specif y ing
methods.

Beliefs and experiences
In Section B. 100', (10) of the respondents agreed with

the S4uetnenl that "'1 lu IS11 can be it valuable asset it) the
th erapeutic process." Sixteen (10''.4.) of the therapists con-
sidered this involvement to be "essential " ; while 23 others
(.57.5`%t,) deemed the° inyolvcntent to he "useful, but not
necessary." One therapist (2.411 1 timid the involvement to
be ,. variable. '.

To the proposition that "Each MPD pc'rsott has an ISH,"
all%- (20) of the therapists responded, "yes": 27.5`'- (11)
were "uncertain": and 22.5'. (`1) ,tttswered "no." Respec-
tivelv.50`,r- (20) responded affirmatively to alic]icf that MN)
persons "may have more than one ISI (11) re-
sponded `no .. : atd 22.5% (9) were uncertain on this issue.
In expressing beliefs about non-multiples, 57.5"r (23) ofthc
therapists believed that - te ach nnitar' person (n(n-iinil-
tiple) has a part of theuist'lves which is similar to the ISH";
while 30% (12) were "uncertain":: and 12.5'4. (5) responded
" no. ,.

The 36 therapists who reported direct contact with ISI4s
were divided into two groups (Table I ). The 25 therapists

(69.4%) who reported nun-fliers of ISIIs oc-
curring in 50% or more of their number of
1IPI) patients were in the• "high occurrence"
group; those 11 therapists (30.641,) who re-
ported ISH contacts in less than 50% of them
f1IPD patients were iu the "low occurrence' .

group. When comparing these groups in
relation to two areas of belief (i.e•., universal-
ity of 1511 occurrence in MPD persons, and
the degree of usefulness ol . 151--is in the thera-
peutic process) it can be seen that therapists
beliefs seem to he related to the contact with
greater numbers of ISHs, as well as the de-
gree of perceived 1.5I I usefulness. The ccn-
parisons, however, do not provide the direc-
tionality of this relationship. [hat is, they do
not demonstrate whether or not. "believing"
therapists tended to find more 1SHs, or if the
therapists who experienced greater numbers
tended to believe more in ISH occurrence in
MPD persons.

Encounters with ISHs
Participants were asked to describe their

encounters with ISHs in two ways. In Section
C of the questionnaire, respondents were
instructed to "select one specific ISH," and
answer questions regarding that. particular
ISH. Thirty-six participants responded rela-
tive to 36 IStIs (single ISH). In Section D the
therapists who had worked with two or more
15IIs were requested to generalize an identi-
cal set of questions to "most ISHs." Thirty
therapists reporting on greater than 34(1 ISt-Is
responded in this section (most ISHs).

Therapist/ISH relationship
The information in Table 2 demonstrates

TABLE `2
Therapeutic Relationship lienvt'en Therapist and ISH

Therapist
n=36 n=30

Therapeutic `Single''Most
Relationship Description ISH ISHs

Method of contact ISH emerges spontaneously 37 i)(

1SH emerges through
therapist-induced hypnosis 4=1 -1()

1S1 1 is non-hypnotically
requested 50 40

ISH sends messages through
host or alters 31 23

Nature of the therapist/ More like a peer or 64% 60
ISII relationship co-therapist

Similar to that %yitlt host of

personalities 28 27

Other S 10

Therapist seeks advice Frequently 53% 50%
from ISH

Upon occasion 36 43

Rarely 8

Never 3 0

("Single ISH," n=36) Reports 4 36 therapists of 36 1St-Is.
("Most ISHs," n=30) Reports of 30 therapists on >340 15I Is.
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TABLE 3
Descriptions of ISHs as Given in NIPD Therapists

Therapist
n=36 n=30

Therapeutic Relationship Description
Single
ISH

Most
ISHs

Refer ut themselves or are Different from alters 75 A. (i7%~

described as:
Separate entity: entities 3~1 30
Somewhat mystical '36 37
\lore powerful than tlii alters 33 28
In charge of system 16 20
Sank as alters 8 13

I lave the ability to: Intervene in crisis situations 7S`-'r. 73% .
Grcatc sepal hI onsin the s+dent 3(i 2(1
Begin, stop and re(nlate alneat lions 3(i 33
Advance or regress ales of host tntd alters 22 20

Exhibit knowledge: Nearly total recall of life experiences 56 % 43%
Total knowledge of life experiences '1 2 30
Bevon(l that of host and alters 33 27
\ge-appr(priatc knowledge 2:5 23

Exhibit delusional thinking: ('' ClN

Occasionalh
75"i 70%

11 2 7
I,css with lherapv (i 3
Prequel-0 (1 (1

Report information accurately: Most of' the time 70%
All of the time '1 2 27
Upon occasion 0 0
lone of the time (l 0

Give advice which is helpful: All of the time 3 33 `,4
Frequently (i7 (50
Upon occasion 3 10
None of the time (I 0

In relation to objectivity Primarily objective ti l >u 63%
subjectivity: Primarily subjective 6 7

Equally objective and subjective 11 17
Other 0

"("Sn gle ISH,.. n=361 Reports of 36 therapists of 36 ISHs,
,;,'; (' Most ISHs,' - n=30) Reports of 30 therapists on >340 ISHs.
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various aspects of the therapist, lS1I relationship. Thera-
pists cmcu}hltcrmcl ISI Is. even the stone ISi I, in several rats-s.
ix., through spontaneous emergence ol tltc [SI I, Ils])moti-
call indtlce•dcowsgence.non-iinnn-hvpuolic request, or through
messages s e nt through the hose or ;tier personalities. One
[511 used yvrittel communication with the therapists.

\A lte•n asked to describe the nallu'e ()Mlle ISI Illernpisl
trlalionsltip. t[te tirajorilv of Iherapias single 1StI.
1)0% most ISi ls) reported that their relationship wills 1S1 k
is "more like ;t peer or co-therapist,' ih contrast to the
nrutncr in w vhiclt they related to the host and alter person-
alilies, hi addition, smote therapists (53(; single I5I1, 50'=i
most [SI Is) stated that they frequently sought advice from
ISI Is.

While all therapists (lid not relate to ISI Is in the same
manner, all lint one therapist staled that they sought adv'ue
fr om IS[ Is. Som e therapists sough( advice more lrequetiily
(n;'«, single ISH, )(t . most ISI Is) than others. svho did so
upon occasion (3(i . single ISH. most IS! Is). rarely
(5 u ( , single 1511. 7 most ISI Is). or never (;I% single, 0"r.
most ISHs).

Descriptions ofISH.s
Front the data collected, the ntajoriIV of ISlis ate de-

scribed by the participating therapists as "primtaarvofIjertiyc'
(S1 c:(. .single 15H. 6:W; most 1.511s) entities who had nearly
tattal recall oflife experiences " single. f3`>( most ISHs)
and who reported information accurately "most (A' the time"

single.
7{}`i7,

most 1S1-ls). The majority of ISI Is (75`
sittglc, 7(.) most ISI Is) "never" exhibited delusional thittk-
ing. Furthermore, advice which was given to the therapist
was "frequently " single, 60%. most ISHs) helpful.

While 151 Is describe themselves iat a variety of ways, the
therapists reported that the majority (75'.. single. 6 7% most
ISHs) of the 1SHs referred to themselves as "different in
nature from the alter personalities." While some ISHs hnd
reportedly demonstrated athilities ys'hiclt ranged iron] regu-
lating abreactions to altering the ages of alters or host
personalities, the majority (7$``i single, 73% most iSHs)
were described as having the ability to "intervene in crisis
situations."

Table 3 describes the results of sections C and 1). in
these two. sections more than one selection per question was
permitted. The percentages from these sections represent
the frequency of selection of each item by the therapists, and
will not necessarily equal 100% responses per question.
Some questions in these sections were not answered by all
participants.

Therapists' opinions on ISH nature/etiology
Section E elicited interesting responses. Recurrent

themes referred to the "observing," " objective, " "hyper-
intellectual. " "and protective" nature of ISHs. The I5i--I was
referred to as an "organizing center, " "a unifying element, "

and as "a ]ink in memory" providing continuity in an other-
wise disorganized psyche. Again, the "healthier core of the
personality, the core-consciousness, " th e "center " were some
of the terms used to describe ISHs.

Several therapists included more metaphysical descrip-
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(ions .such as "liu pet intellectual and inlttntrnt ' : ins'incible
pant ol the hhnrati spirit " : parr of' the patient '

s hncc)lin iotls
which is in contact wills even "I ligher I [elpeis"; "a pc•rv nml-
i1y fragment used liar contmuni(alion kith the I lighcr Sell,
ohm ' s own spirit or sou p' ; "guardian unlit . .s pirit " ; "a special
entity ' :"Aspects of Ihespit it ol God " ; 'tn old soul [rut built
up liletihtes': and "likened to Jane Robot ' s Seth II. "

Sous•cifliresnoreI iatinruic ii Scrpreluli utsiucbielecl'a
lapel for a specific personality; often to decrease our (thera-
pists)anxtct "idcnlihcationsiilltthethetapist:i;taus~enic'":
"Ilte• only tv]n' of persota]ity the incidence of whit]] scents to
correlate with the iherapist ' s belief s~stmt . . may ]move
artilactm al.'

Several therapists insisted that 151 is are .: not iauc )genic.'.

One stated, If this is iati ogenic, HI eat n y license to practice
pscchologs.`,Anothet insisted that labelingISI Is
iitrogenic is a "fraction id the ego of some professionals
svho need to lee] ilia' cam really create something "

One therapist cited an "Al knowing alter...objective and
mechanical" who sentenced the client to death for certain
aspects of her life. "She snicided three weeks later- hardly
a benign or helpful ' IShi' Several oth er therapists warned
of personalities masquerading or being mistaken for ISHs.

Many therapist included Haunts of ISHs. While -sonic
1S1 l Haines such as Richard, Rr;htdv. and Sarah were rash er
couumon-sounding, other ssttch as,\rchives. Observer, Hope,
Iligher Self, Floating Lads, Uspsv. and Angela had move
descriptive and,'or esoteric qualities ahoht theca.

CONCLUSIONS

From the findings of this descriptive study. it can be
concluded that: (a) ISH occurrence within (•1Pl) clients is
not an uncommon phenomenon: Oil ISHs can be a valuable
asset in the treatment process: (c') therapists differ its the
degree to which they believe that persons with 119P1) posse's
151Is as well as the extent that ISH participation is essential
in the therapeutic process; (d) therapists encounter ISHs in
different wars as well as develop different types of relation-
ships with ISHs; (e) ISHs are mostly knowledgeable, reliable,
and helpful to MPD clients and therapists; (f) ISHs seem to
have some conmtutn characteristics, while t.hev also deutott-
strateawidevarietyofatt-ibutesandabilities; (g) while there
is no one explanation regarding the etiology and nature of
ISI-Is, therapists tend to describe ISHs as possessing unifying,
centering, and protective functions within the person with
\9 P1). hie wide variety of explanations regarding 1SI Is leads
to the belief that therapists tend to "explain" is according
to their own ideological orientation; and (lit some therapists
believe that the ISi I concept can he applied to unitam- (non-
multiple) individuals.

This study represents a beginning in a formalized collec-
tion of data relative to ISHs of persons with ,AIPD. While the
findings represent the experiences of only 40 therapists,
these were mostly seasoned therapists who had worked with
a significant number, 690, of MPD clients. Collections of
clam from greater numbers ()I M PD therapists would further
serve to enhance and/or clarify this beginning. ■
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